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A business phone system 
that works the way it should

Dialpad Talk is the only business phone system built 
to help you have better conversations, no matter 
where they happen. With reliable call quality, 
seamless messaging, and call transcriptions all 
powered on your existing devices, staying in the loop 
at or away from your desk has never been easier.

CONNECTED DEVICES

• Answer calls and texts whether you’re on a desktop, 
tablet, or cell phone

• Transfer calls, forward messages, record calls, and 
switch between devices in one click

• Mask personal numbers with your business line to 
ensure calls are answered no matter which device 

STAY IN SYNC

• Automatically sync contacts from productivity 
platforms like G Suite or Office 365

• Access most recent events, docs, and emails shared 
between you and your contacts

• Mobile apps ensure that, regardless of device, you’re 
always connected to your VIP customers 

KEEP TRACK WITH VOICE INTELLIGENCE

• Generate comprehensive call summaries after  
every call

• Automatically detect action items to keep track of 
next steps

• Save important call highlights to share with your 
team

CONNECTED DEVICES 
Whether it’s a laptop, deskphone, or cell phone, we’ve 
got your covered. Switch between devices and get 
work done.

STAY IN SYNC 
With automatic contact syncing between G Suite and 
Office 365, never second guess who’s calling again.

KEEP TRACK WITH AI POWERED FEATURES 
Who wants to take notes? Voice Intelligence, that’s 
who. Automatically record transcripts and next steps 
based on real-time conversations.

“The cloud lets us deploy business tools that are 
user-friendly and consumer-first. 
 
Jerod Lindblom  |  VP of IT  |  Code42

Work doesn’t stop outside the office so why 
should your phone system? 
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Make Smarter Calls

One Voice For All  
 
Integrations? Check. Built in the cloud? Check. Your phone 
system now works like you do—from anywhere,anytime. 
With Dialpad Talk, teams can stay connected no matter 
where they work, thanks to a 100% cloud based platform 
that syncs voice, video, contacts, and more in real-time.

CONNECTED DEVICES

• Answer calls and texts whether you’re on a desktop, tablet, 
or cell phone

• Transfer calls, forward messages, record calls, and 
switch between devices in one click

• Mask personal numbers with your business line to 
ensure calls are answered no matter which device 

STAY IN SYNC

• Automatically sync contacts from productivity 
platforms like G Suite or Office 365

• Access most recent events, docs, and emails shared 
between you and your contacts

• Mobile apps ensure that, regardless of device, you’re 
always connected to your VIP customers 

KEEP TRACK WITH VOICE INTELLIGENCE

• Generate comprehensive call summaries after  
every call

• Automatically detect action items to keep track of 
next steps

• Save important call highlights to share with your team

CONNECTED DEVICES 

Whether it’s a laptop, deskphone, or cell phone, we’ve got 
your covered. Switch between devices and get work done.

STAY IN SYNC 

With automatic contact syncing between G Suite and 
Office 365, never second guess who’s calling again.

KEEP TRACK WITH VOICE INTELLIGENCE 

Who wants to take notes? Voice Intelligence, that’s who. 
Automatically record transcripts and next steps based on 
real-time conversations.

“The cloud lets us deploy business tools that 
are user-friendly and consumer-first. 
 
Jerod Lindblom  |  VP of IT  |  Code42


